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**Abstract:** The proceedings contain 83 papers. The topics discussed include: Enabling proximity call continuity via common neighbor tunneling for public safety in LTE; a time and frequency division algorithm for control signaling collision avoidance in standalone LTE-unlicensed networks; minimizing packet delay via load balancing in CLOS switching networks for datacenters; measurement and modeling of 3D spatial wireless backhaul channels in NLOS scenarios; the dynamic linear combination...
retransmission based on network coding in multicast network; an improved amorphous localization algorithm for wireless sensor networks; DEDV: a data collection method for mobile sink based on dynamic estimation of data value in WSN; improved node localization for WSN using heuristic optimization approaches; page dissemination modeling and optimization for coding-based reprogramming protocols in wireless sensor networks; a new interference aware routing metric for multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh networks; using path label routing in wide area software-defined networks with OpenFlow; and a lightweight and secure data authentication scheme with privacy preservation for wireless sensor networks.
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